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 In this paper, we discuss the optimal arrangement of wearable devices based on the lifespan 
of animals, which are utilized as device transporter materials, for the long-term monitoring 
of the wildlife animal sensor network using multi-agent simulation to reproduce the wild 
environment.  Related studies have proposed animal-to-animal data sharing to realize long-
term monitoring in the wild environment.  The research on the power saving of wireless 
communication in a group of animals has been conducted using animal behavior.  However, 
a system that considers the lifespan of transported wildlife, in addition to power saving, is 
required for long-term monitoring in the wild environment.  Herein, we used multi-agent 
simulation to reproduce the wild environment considering the lifespan of animals, and examined 
when and how many individuals should be introduced to the wild environment to realize data 
sharing in the group of animals over several years.  The proposed method is suggested to enable 
the long-term monitoring of remote areas where people cannot enter without base stations and 
power infrastructure using wild animals for several years.

1. Introduction

 Several methods have been used to monitor the wild environment.  For example, in addition 
to the method where a surveyor periodically visits the wild environment, environmental 
monitoring in remote areas has been conducted with the evolution of technology by installing 
fixed sensors, including voice microphones, to acquire data, such as temperature and humidity, 
in the wild environment.  However, the workload for surveyors in the field is extremely 
high, particularly in large wild environments that are difficult for people to enter.  Moreover, 
the installation of fixed sensors mentioned earlier is also challenging because of power and 
communication infrastructure limitations.  In particular, the area around a nuclear power plant 
is still designated as an evacuation area where people cannot enter given the risk of radiation 
leak, such as the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, which was attributed to 
the Great East Japan Earthquake of March 2011.  On the other hand, the effects of radioactive 
contamination in the ecosystem, which require long-term surveys, are of significant concern.(1)  
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Therefore, a low-workload method is required to obtain environmental information in areas 
without an electricity or communication infrastructure.

2. Related Study

2.1 Wild animals as transporter materials

 To obtain environmental information in areas where power and communication 
infrastructures are limited, the use of sensors attached to various materials is being investigated.  
For example, in the survey of a bridge girder in an urban environment, a fixed acceleration 
sensor was installed on the bridge girder, and the real-time monitoring of the characteristics 
was conducted using the collected vibration data.(2)  In addition, a method using several vehicles 
equipped with sensors has been investigated as an indirect method of collecting information in 
an urban environment given that vehicles are readily available and can be moved into the urban 
environment as mobile materials.(3)

 On the other hand, collecting environmental information in the natural environment, such 
as temperature and humidity, is generally conducted using fixed sensors, including voice 
microphones and cameras, as part of wildlife environmental assessment.  For instance, the 
effects of artificial structures, such as dams, on wildlife have been investigated.  However, it is 
challenging to sufficiently increase the number of fixed sensors when monitoring the natural 
environment owing to power and communication infrastructure limitations.  This increases 
the difficulty in collecting environmental information given the large area to be surveyed.  
Therefore, to adequately monitor the natural environment, we will focus on attaching wearable 
devices to wildlife as mobile materials that can be moved in the natural environment to collect 
environmental information.

2.2 Wild animals and wearable devices

 To acquire environmental information in areas without power and communication 
infrastructures, the use of a wearable device attached to a wild animal has been investigated as 
a method of acquiring environmental information.(4)  The macro-perspective investigation of 
the wild environment is possible by analyzing satellite image data, which is one of the remote 
sensing technologies.  However, micro-perspective investigation, as a survey method of the 
area where people cannot rapidly enter, is challenging given that detailed data, such as radiation 
for each location, are required to conduct a sufficient survey.  On the other hand, attaching a 
wearable device to a wild animal is one of the methods of collecting environmental information, 
such as temperature and radiation.  Eventually, the wild animals wearing a device are captured 
in the area where people can enter, and the data are collected and stored.  A real-time clock and 
GPS allow the timestamp and location of the sensor data to be obtained; therefore, researchers 
can analyze detailed data for each location.  However, given that the capture of each wild animal 
is a prerequisite for data collection in the wild environment, the surveyor faces a high load of 
capturing the wild animals wearing a device in areas where people cannot access, which is the 
subject of this paper (see Fig. 1).
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2.3 Animal-to-animal data sharing mechanism

 To solve these problems, an animal-to-animal data sharing mechanism has been proposed 
in Fig. 2.(5,6)  Using a wearable device equipped with wireless communication, Geiger 
counter, real-time clock, and GPS function systems, each wild animal senses and acquires 
environmental information from each sensor.  When the wild animals gather in a group, 
wireless communication is used to transfer data between each individual using a multi-hop 
communication or store-and-forward mechanism.  To collect data from wild animals wearing 
a device, we proposed a mechanism that sets up traps for wildlife and uploads data to a server 
using wireless communication from an individual who triggered the trap.  Using this approach, 
the surveyor does not need to capture the wild animals to collect the data acquired in the wild 
environment.

2.4 Research for power saving

 However, given that this method uses wireless communication to transfer data, power 
consumption is high, while the mountable battery capacity is limited.  Therefore, battery 

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Wild animal captured in a trap, (b) diagram showing the relationship between body size 
and technical difficulty, and (c) illustration showing that GPS and mobile signals typically do not work within a forest.(8)

Fig. 2. (Color online) Proposed sensing system/concept.(8)

(a) (b) (c)
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replacement or battery power saving has to be considered.  Battery replacement is not an 
effective method because it requires the capture of an individual with a device.  Therefore, 
in this study, multi-hop communication has been proposed, which uses wild animal behavior 
for power saving as shown in Fig. 3.  By this method, field investigation is made possible by 
performing data propagation while suppressing power consumption.  In previous research, field 
experiments using four dogs bred at Azabu University and some other field experiments using 
livestock cattle around the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident were conducted as shown in 
Fig. 4.(7,8)  Therefore, the effectiveness of the power saving method in animal-to-animal data 
sharing has been partially verified and its research for power saving is in progress.

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Animal-to-animal data sharing prototype, (b) covered by sponge for protection from 
shocks, and (c) placed in the bag.(7)

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Animal-to-animal data sharing process and (b) reaction state of dogs to the peripheral.(7)

(a)

(b)
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2.5 Problem statement: lifespan of individuals under wild environment

 Nevertheless, the system development considering power saving as shown in previous 
research is not sufficient in terms of long-term monitoring in the wild environment.  The 
operating period of the wild animals as transporter materials needs to consider the power 
capacity of the battery of the wearable device and the lifespan of the wild animals.  Given that 
the technology of the battery capacity has improved significantly, the lifespan of the individual 
is assumed to be shorter than the battery life.  This is attributed to the early death of the 
individual given its exposure to various threats, such as traffic accidents, capture, predators, 
infectious diseases, and deep winter, as characteristics of the wild environment.  Therefore, 
long-term monitoring requires the consideration of the battery life and individual lifespan.
 There are two main approaches to long-term monitoring that takes lifespan into account.  
The first approach is a method of selecting a young individual, such as a juvenile, as the 
mounting target of a wearable device.  When the target individual is a juvenile, there is an 
advantage in longevity compared with adult animals.  However, the battery mounting size is 
limited given that the size of the individual’s body is small until it becomes an adult, which does 
not make it an effective method.  In addition, owing to the significant changes in the body size 
of a juvenile to become an adult with aging, the removal of the attached wearable device may 
occur.
 The second approach is to introduce regularly several individuals to the wild environment.  
Given that wild animals have a lifespan, it is necessary to continuously introduce additional 
animals in the wild environment to maintain long-term animal-to-animal data sharing.  
However, increasing the population infinitely is challenging because it creates a high workload 
for the surveyors.  Therefore, it is essential to consider when and how many individuals should 
be introduced to the wild environment considering the time of death of each individual.

3. Proposed Method

 In this paper, we used multi-agent simulation (artisoc)(9,10) to reproduce the wild environment 
and examine when and how many individuals should be introduced to the wild environment 
to realize data sharing based on the group behavior over several years.  As a result, we have 
identified the most efficient method with the largest number of encounters exhibiting group 
behavior, although the workload to introduce individuals is similar to other methods.  Figure 5 
is an example showing a wild environment and represents a plurality of raccoons wearing 
wearable devices.  In Fig. 5(a), the number of individuals wearing wearable devices decreases 
with the lapse of time, and all individuals die after 1.5 years given their lifespan.  In this case, 
the acquired data of each individual is not transmitted to other individuals and will be lost 
without transferring it to the surveyors.  On the other hand, in Fig. 5(b), although the number of 
individuals temporarily decreases, we found that the number of individuals wearing wearable 
devices was maintained given that individuals were periodically introduced.  Therefore, the 
data acquired by each individual is propagated to the newly introduced individuals in the wild 
environment.  Therefore, the proposed method enables the long-term monitoring of the wild 
environment without being affected by the lifespan of individuals.
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 In this paper, we examined four methods with different conditions in terms of the “number 
of individuals introduced at one time” and the “number of injections.” Animal-to-animal data 
sharing can be realized by the large number of individuals and the number of frequent inputs as 
much as possible.  However, it is impossible to increase the number of individuals without limit 
because of the corresponding increase in the workload of the investigators.  In this paper, we 
assumed that a total of 350 animals were introduced to the wild environment in approximately 
three years following the result of the field survey.(11)  Simulations considering the number 
of individuals introduced at one time and the number of injections are performed under the 
following four conditions in Table 1 to clarify the efficient method with a high number of 
encounters in the long-term monitoring beyond the lifespan of each individual.

4. Evaluation and Results

4.1 Evaluation on multi-agent simulation

 Each method discussed in the previous section was verified using “artisoc,” which is a 
multi-agent simulation platform.(10)  A multi-agent system is a mechanism that can analyze a 
dynamically changing society by defining action rules and the interactions of agents acting 
autonomously and constructing an artificial society in a computer.(9,12,13)  Furthermore, artisoc 
is a platform for multi-agent simulation with an intuitive operation that can rapidly reflect ideas 
into a model (Fig. 6).
 Given that the related research was targeting raccoons supposed to be wearing wearable 
devices, in this paper, we also targeted raccoons using biological information obtained 
from long-time raccoon surveys in the wild environment by Rosatte et al.(11)  We set up the 
parameters of raccoons and the environment in Table 2 following the results of Rosatte et al.(11)   

Fig. 5. State transition of density of wild animals in the cases of (a) no action and (b) adding individuals 
periodically.

(a)

(b)
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The area of the wild environment in the simulation is 100 km2 (10 × 10 km2), and the initial 
population of raccoons is 350 individuals, which conform to the density of the survey results.  
In the wild environment on simulation, when an individual encounters another individual, 
communication between animals is considered to be performed if their radius is within 50 m.  
The simulation period is 3 years, which is the lifespan of the raccoon in the wild environment.  
The individual wearing the device is assumed to be an adult animal of approximately 1.5 years 
or older; therefore, the initial wearing individual will end its life in 1.5 years.  If the simulation 
period is three years, sufficient knowledge can be obtained by comparing and examining the 
number of individuals introduced at one time and the number of injections, which we want to 
clarify in this paper.
 On the other hand, in this simulation, no consideration is given to the individual territory, 
age, and gender of each condition that may affect the results of the simulation.  Although the 
individual territory is essential in considering the range of behavior that may directly affect 
the number of encounters, it is excluded from the experimental conditions because it cannot be 
assumed as an experimental condition owing to insufficient findings of the individual territory.  
It is also known to change depending on the size of the habitat.(11)  In addition, although it 
is known that the distance and speed an individual moves daily differ depending on age and 
sex, this condition is also excluded from the experimental conditions in this study because of 
insufficient knowledge regarding the distributions of age and sex in the habitat.

Fig. 6. Multi-agent simulation system by artisoc (10 
× 10 km2).

Table 1 
Parameters of each method.

Number of individuals Number of times
Method 1  0 0
Method 2  175 2 (per twelve months)
Method 3  70 5 (per six months)
Method 4  10 35 (per one months)

Table 2
(a) Agent parameters based on biological research for 
raccoon.

Agent parameters
Age 18 months
Maximum life 18 months
Speed 55.9 m/h
Direct distance 1.54 km
Distance of encounter Less than 50 m

Direction Randomly changing
(per 1.54 km they move)

(b) General parameters in artisoc.
General parameters

Area 10 × 10 km2

Density of individuals 350 (initial status)
1 Step (artisoc) 10 min
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4.2 Results

 The results for the number of encounters differed depending on the conditions following 
the four methods when the total number of 350 animals in three years was divided into the 
conditions in terms of the number of individuals introduced at one time and the number of 
injections in Figs. 7 and 8.  The results for the number of encounters for each method show 
that “Method 4” has the lowest number of individuals introduced at one time and the highest 
number of injections at approximately 1.69 times compared with “Method 1” without the 
addition of individual and injection.  Moreover, “Method 4” was approximately 1.11 times more 
than “Method 2” with the highest number of individuals introduced at one time and the smallest 
number of injections in Fig. 9.  Therefore, the method of increasing the number of injections 
rather than that of increasing the number of individuals introduced at one time is efficient for 
increasing the number of encounters, which is the number of wireless communications between 
animals, when introducing the same number of individuals in three years.

5. Discussion

5.1 Forecast of the system considering the lifespan of individuals in the wild environment

 In this paper, we have shown the most efficient method of periodically introducing 
individuals to the wild environment considering the lifespan of the individual.  As discussed 

Fig. 7. (Color online) Numbers of agents and encounters in (a) Method 1 and (b) Method 2.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Numbers of agents and encounters in (a) Method 3 and (b) Method 4.

(b)(a)

(b)(a)
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in the background, the investigation of radiation effects in forest areas around the Fukushima 
nuclear power plant requires several years to several decades of research to determine the 
effects of radiation on animals and plants.  Therefore, it is necessary to collect environmental 
information for a long time compared with ordinary field surveys.  By conducting a system 
study considering the lifespan of wildlife individuals, which is our proposed method, the spatial 
spread of environmental monitoring by animal-to-animal data sharing described in the related 
research can be realized.  The temporal spread of environmental monitoring can also be realized 
by inheriting the data beyond the generation of wild animals using the proposed method.  
Therefore, the proposed system is particularly effective when long-term monitoring is required, 
such as the investigation of radiation effects at remote places where people cannot enter.

5.2	 Findings	of	field	verification	in	power	saving	research

 Previous research studies have focused on the power saving of animal-to-animal data 
sharing and promoted the field trial of the proposal for a wake control method of the 
communication equipment for power saving.  In animal-to-animal data sharing, given that each 
individual can hold the data of other individuals via wireless communication data transfer, it 
is assumed that the data collection problem is solved.  As discussed in related research, the 
saving power consumption of wearable devices for long-term monitoring is essential because 
of the high consumption and limited battery capacity that can be installed to a wild animal.  
In the field close to the actual wild environment, field trials, such as experiments using four 
dogs bred at Azabu University and livestock cattle around the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
accident in Figs. 10 and 11, have been conducted to realize power saving, and new findings and 
issues are being highlighted.  For example, similar results could not be obtained in the above 
two experiments, although the wake control of communication equipment and data transfer 
between individuals using animal behaviors were attempted to be verified in each field trial 
for power saving using the same method and equipment.  It is suggested as discussed in the 
related research that the algorithm development was to be based on the premise of dog behavior.  

Fig. 9. (Color online) Comparison of encounters for Method 1, Method 2, Method 3, and Method 4.
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Therefore, similar results in each field trial were not obtained because of the difference between 
a dog and a cow as a target animal.  These results show that when wildlife animals are targeted, 
it is necessary to develop an algorithm that considers the behavior of each target animal by 
careful observation.  Therefore, the research to achieve power saving in the wild environment is 
continuously required.

5.3 Workload reduction of ecosystem research using simulation

 Rosatte et al.(11) conducted a field survey in 1994–2007 and captured approximately 
150000 raccoons alive.  They revealed the density, direct distance, and speed of raccoons in 
their habitat.  Although the information based on these field surveys is useful for clarifying 
the ecology of raccoons given that long-term surveys for more than a decade require a high 
personnel cost and a high workload to capture more than 100000 target individuals, the 
burden on the investigators and the target animals is very high.  Moreover, although long-term 

Fig. 10. (Color online) (a) Project site in the Fukushima exclusion zone (37 28 4.3” N, 140 55 27.5” E; 10 km from 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant) and (b) sink node station.(7) 

Fig. 11. (Color online) Animals exposed to surroundings confirmed by camera at the (a) sink node and (b) cage.(7)

(b)(a)

(b)(a)
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monitoring for more than a dozen years is possible as one project, it is challenging to continue 
the survey activities across projects because of the high workload.  On the other hand, given 
the significant improvement of information technology, analysis and forecast using simulation 
based on various types of environmental information are used in various fields.  For example, 
in the field of meteorological observation, observation by manned posts on the ground and 
by meteorological vessels in the ocean is still being performed.  However, by using the large 
volume of data obtained from unmanned observation, such as stations installed at each site, a 
balloon called radiosonde, and meteorological satellites, the accuracy of large-scale simulation 
to forecast from a few hours to several years has significantly improved owing to the significant 
improvement in the calculation power of the computer.  As one of these aspects, adopting a 
simulation process as one of the observation processes allows the optimization of the resource 
input and reduces the frequency of manned observations on the ground and observations 
of meteorological vessels in the sea.  As a result, the investigator’s workload was reduced.  
Therefore, by adding the simulation process itself as one of the research methods, resources 
can be optimized and the necessary information that only exists in the wild environment can 
be efficiently collected from field research with a reduced workload, such as capturing 150000 
raccoons.  This could reduce the workload of ecosystem research.

5.4 Property utilization: Film badge usage and issues

 In this paper, we have proposed a method of obtaining the environmental information of a 
large area where people cannot get close by attaching a device to wildlife, but there are some 
other requirements than power saving for wearable devices.  Given that this method is supposed 
to be applied to a large wild environment, it is necessary for the device to be easily attached to 
many individuals and to have resistance to removal and shock.  A film badge(15,16) in Fig. 12 
has met the requirements of a wearable material.  A film badge is a tool that measures the 
amount of radiation by utilizing the properties of an object.  More specifically, it is a radiation 

Fig. 12. (Color online) (a) Nametag on the badge is oriented in the opposite direction from the body and 
(b) radiation film badge.(16) 

(b)(a)
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measurement tool utilizing the photosensitizing change of a film by radiation.  Owing to the 
nature of the film badge material, it is possible to measure the amount of radiation and eliminate 
the need for battery and shock resistance.  It can also be easily mounted on many individuals 
because of its small size, light weight, and low cost.  Therefore, the radiation measurement 
of the forest environment is possible by fulfilling the requirements mentioned above and by 
attaching a film badge to the wild animal instead of a wearable device.  However, there are 
also problems in research methods using film badges.  It is necessary to capture a mounted 
individual to collect the film badge.  Particularly in areas where people cannot enter, such as 
around the Fukushima nuclear power plant, the return of the mounted individual from the non-
accessible area to the accessible area could not be guaranteed, which makes it challenging to 
acquire data by individual capture.
 To solve these problems, a method combining the animal-to-animal data sharing and the 
film badge described in this paper can be worth considering.  Instead of the wearable device, 
a film badge is used to convert the dose obtained from the photosensitive action of the film 
badge into bits, and multi-hop communication is used to transfer data in animal-to-animal data 
sharing.  As an advantage, even with film badges, acquiring data is possible without the need to 
capture the mounted individual.  Moreover, the power consumption of the Geiger counter can 
be reduced, and the device can be made smaller and lighter.  The material change of the film 
badge is a sensor where the physical principle is applied, and the behavior of a wild animal can 
be regarded as a moving material.  Therefore, by using information technology to connect the 
animal-to-animal data sharing and the film badge, it is possible to create a value that has never 
been previously envisioned and enable different approaches to the problem.

5.5 Engineering use of natural ecosystems

 Okabe(17) stated that it is important to think that society is destined to be created together 
with people who have lived in the region from the past, according to urban regeneration based 
on various cases in the EU.  She discussed how public space connects the city and its residents.  
In cities, the relationship between people and their land is deeply linked, and the problem facing 
the land is a result of past residents’ activities.  On the other hand, the current residents of the 
area can only solve the present problem and create a new future.  From this idea, if the situation 
is replaced by a wild environment, the local population will be wild animals that inhabit this 
area.  Owing to their exposure to various threats, such as climate change and alien species, 
some species must be extinct or their habitat changed, whereas others have adapted to the threat 
and evolved to continue to settle in the area.  Therefore, mounting a wearable device on a wild 
animal is important for the long-term monitoring of the wild environment given that they have 
lived in the area for many years and are most aware of the problems in the area where long-term 
investigation is required because of the impact of radiation.  Moreover, the research considering 
natural habitats, such as animal behavior and individual death since ancient times, is an efficient 
means for the long-term monitoring of the wild environment, which has different characteristics 
from the urban environment.  This is an example of unprecedented engineering utilizing natural 
ecosystems.
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6. Conclusions

 In this paper, we proposed the reproduction of the wild environment using multi-agent 
simulation and examined the number of individuals introduced at one time and the number 
of injections to realize data sharing in a group of animals over several years.  As a result, 
we clarified the most efficient method with a high number of encounters that exhibit group 
behavior despite having a similar workload to the other methods.  Therefore, the feasibility 
and practicability of the proposed method were improved by solving the consideration of the 
individual’s lifespan, which is a problem in animal-to-animal data sharing.  Environmental 
information was successfully collected in an area where power and communication 
infrastructures do not exist using a low-workload method.
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